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Pretty Ugly Faces 
by Anita East 

It’s a nightmare.  

 

My eyes are stuck shut and I’m soaked in sweat. Delirious, I spiral uncontrollably 

into a frightening rabbit hole. My heart races, my blood pressure skyrockets, a 

crushing ache in my chest grips me, and then they start. THE FACES. 

 

Faces come hurtling at me in the dark. Desperate faces beg me for more. Crying, 

hysterical, screaming, poking, pulling my hair, they pick bits of skin off me and flick 

them into my gasping mouth. They reach into my chest and squeeze my heart hard. 

 

Their giant smiling mouths with blindingly-bright white teeth protrude while 

bulbous eyes weep crocodile tears of sadness, their tarantula-like eyelashes slicing 

painfully through my eyeballs. Almost too pretty, grossly perfected features on 

distorted faces push hard into my own. Their swollen and oozing lips can no longer 

pronounce words. Sharp cheeks, pointy chins, razor-sharp jaw lines and tiny, almost 

non-existent noses make breathing impossible.  

 

I become weak. I’ve no fight left. The faces are winning. They strangle me, sit on me, 

straddle my mouth and nose. Finally, their petrified faces blow up like puffer fish 

and explode. Blood, pus, glitter, Botox and dermal filler spray everywhere. 

 

“NO!” In a final attempt to escape the faces, I start to rise up out of the rabbit hole. 

From this perspective, I can see them all.  

 

Thousands upon thousands of Pretty Ugly Faces. The PUFs become angrier and 

more desperate as they realise I’m getting away. 
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I’m denying them, abandoning them, and they’re both furious and heartbroken. I 

feel sorry for them and momentarily contemplate going back to help. Logic reigns. 

I must escape.  They scratch me with knife sharpened finger nails that remain 

lodged in the flesh of my legs as I kick myself from them and float away.  

 

Barely audible, I hear the PUFs scream in unison: 

 

HELP!  

 

The PUFs are taking over.  

 

In my cosmetic medicine clinic, their Pretty Ugly Faces stare back at me. I’ve 

filled them to the brim with Botox and dermal fillers. The guilt chokes me. Outside 

of my clinic there’s no escape either. At my local café, train station and especially the 

influencers clogging my Instagram feed. Identical looking PUFs, begging me to 

inject them with more. All of them, women who’ve completely lost their way.  

What the hell have we created? How do we stop this PUF train and return to 

our Beautiful Unique Face?  

 


